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WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
ESTATE MANAGEMENT APPEALS PANEL – 18 AUGUST 2021 
REPORT OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTOR (PUBLIC PROTECTION, PLANNING AND 

GOVERNANCE)  
  

6/2021/0889/EM 

59 MARSDEN GREEN, WELWYN GARDEN CITY, AL8 6YD  

RETROSPCTIVE APPLICATION FOR THE RETENTION OF NEW HARDSTANDING 

SURFACE INCLUDING INCREASE TO CREATE AN ADDITION CAR PARKING SPACE   

APPLICANT: Mr Leon Williamson 

1  Background  

1.1  This appeal is against the refusal of retrospective Estate Management Consent for 

the retention of a new hardstanding surface which includes an increase in size to 

create an additional car parking space. The application was refused on the 14 May 

2021 for the following reason:   

           “Prior to the work the property benefitted from a good level of hardstanding that 

covered over half of the frontage. The increased area of hardstanding is considered 

excessive and has resulted in a harmful loss of soft green landscaping that is 

detrimental to the property and wider street scene. As a result the application fails 

to comply with Policy EM4 of the Estate Management Scheme.” 
 

2  Site Description  

2.1  No.59 is a two storey mid-terrace property located on the eastern side of Marsden 

Green. The properties within Marsden Green are of similar design with either a 

garage forward of the main house or a garage integrated into the main building. No. 

59 is the latter and as a result benefits from an existing driveway.  

3  The Proposal  

3.1   The application seeks retrospective Estate Management Scheme consent to retain a 

new block paved hardstanding surface upon the original driveway and for an increase 

in size across the front garden to create an additional parking space.  

4  Relevant Estate Management History  

4.1  Application Number: 6/2020/3266/EM  
 Proposal: Porch extension, single storey rear extension and increase size of first floor 

bedroom by extending existing roofline. 
 Decision: Granted -  11 February 2021 
    
 
 



 

5 Representations Received 

5.1 None.   

6 Policy  

6.1 Estate Management Scheme Policies (October 2008): 

  EM4 – Hard Landscaping.   

7  Discussion  

 

7.1 This is an appeal against the refusal of retrospective Estate Management 

Scheme consent to retain a new block paved hardstanding surface upon the 

original driveway and for an increase in size across the front garden to create an 

additional parking space.  The appellant’s appeal documents are attached at 

Appendix 1, and the delegated officer’s report for application 6/2021/0889/EM is 

attached at Appendix 2.  
  

7.2      The key issue in the determination of this appeal is the impact the hardstanding 

has on the character and appearance of the appeal site and the surrounding 

area.  
  

7.3     All applications to the Estate Management Scheme are assessed against the 

current policies relevant to the proposals. In this case, the application was 

assessed against Policy EM4.  Policy EM4 seeks to retain the appearance of the 

Garden City while accommodating the increased pressure for vehicle 

hardstanding due to the rise in car ownership over recent years. In doing so, 

Policy EM4 states that proposals to construct hardstanding should retain or 

create sufficient soft ‘green’ landscaping to help preserve the character of 

Welwyn Garden City, ideally at least 50% of the front garden. In addition, works 

must not result in the loss of any existing hedgerows or landscaping along the 

boundary other than the minimum required to access the hardstanding.   
  

7.4  The appeal property is a mid-terrace property with a driveway and integrated 

garage located upon the eastern side of Marsden Green. The properties in 

Marsden Green are of similar design with garages set either to the front of the 

main dwelling or set back and integrated into the dwelling.  

 

7.5 The application sought retrospective Estate Management Scheme consent to retain 

the new hardstanding layout at the front of the property. Prior to the alterations to the 

front garden, the appeal site benefited from an existing driveway which ran from the 

front boundary to the integrated garage and covered over 50% of the frontage. The 

existing driveway was likely to have been long enough to allow parking for two cars 

parked nose to tail. The new area of hardstanding incorporates this existing driveway 

and has been extended to the right to include an area that was previously soft 

landscaped garden. As a result, hardstanding covers approximately 77% of the front 

garden and would allow off street parking for three cars. 

7.6      The application was originally refused as it was considered that the property already 

benefitted from hardstanding, which covered over 50% of the total frontage and 

provided off road parking for two vehicles, and the creation of an additional area of 



 

hardstanding would result in a loss of green landscaping that is harmful to the 

property and wider street scene. 

  

7.7 To support their appeal the appellant has submitted an appeal statement which 

discusses how Policy EM4 is interpreted and has provided twenty four examples 

of other properties with large hardstanding within the neighbourhood surrounding 

Marsden Green.  

 

7.8 The appellant states that within Policy EM4 (hard landscaping), proposals for 

new hard surfacing to a front garden is defined as alterations to soft green 

landscaping and that existing areas of hard landscaping should not be 

considered in the assessment of proposals for additional areas of hard surfacing. 

Policy EM4 states:  

 Proposals for hard surfacing, for the parking of private vehicles in front gardens 

will only be allowed where the works would retain an appropriate balance 

between hard and soft landscaping and do not result in the loss of any existing 

hedgerows or landscaping along the boundary, other than the minimum required 

to access the hard standing, that would be harmful to the amenities and values 

of the street scene in which it is located. 

 For the avoidance of doubt, the whole of a property frontage is considered, 

including existing areas of hard landscaping, when assessing applications for 

hardstanding.  

 

7.9 The appellant has submitted photographs of other homes within Marsden Green, 

Marsden Close, Springfields, Heather Road and Marsden Road, all within the 

locality of the application site, that have hardstandings that cover all or the 

majority of the front garden. Of the twenty four examples submitted, twenty one 

have no record of Estate Management Scheme consent being granted and three 

have Estate Management Scheme consent.  

 

7.10 The examples of hardstanding that do not appear to have Estate Management 

Scheme consent are of varying age; some being recent additions whilst others 

have been in place for some time. However, it should be noted that, regardless 

of age, these hardstandings are considered unauthorised and do not add weight 

to the appeal. However, it is acknowledged that in many cases the 

hardstandings have been in place for considerable time and have had a long 

term effect on the local street scene.   

 

7.11 The three examples given of hardstandings that benefit from Estate 

Management Scheme consent have varying degrees of coverage but all are in 

excess of the preferred coverage: 

 43 Springfields – near total hardstanding coverage with front boundary 

hedgerow removed. Side boundary hedgerows retained. Received EMS 

consent in January 2016. 

 49 Springfields – large majority of the front covered with hardstanding 

with a small area of landscaping to the front corner. Small front hedge 

retained/established. Received EMS consent in August 2014. 

 51 Springfields – majority of the front covered with hardstanding with an 

area of lawn partially retained to one side. Approximately half of the front 

hedgerow has been retained. Received EMS consent in March 2017. 



 

 

7.12 The appellant has also highlighted the challenging parking conditions within 

Marsden Green, particularly at the cul-de-sac end of the road where the appeal 

site is located. It is acknowledged that the pressure for parking within the area is 

the driving factor behind creating larger off road parking provision upon the 

frontage or property.  

 

7.13  Although the unauthorised hardstanding at properties close to the appeal site do 

not add weight to the appeal, the three properties that have received Estate 

Management Scheme consent for hardstanding, which are similar in coverage, 

to the appeal site, should be considered.  

 

7.14 The appeal site has a hardstanding coverage of approximately 77% of the total 

front garden but retains some hedgerow along the front boundary. The approved 

hardstanding at 43 Springfields has a slightly greater hardstanding coverage 

with no front hedgerow retained. The approved hardstanding at 41 Springfields 

has similar coverage to the appeal site and retains a small amount of front 

hedgerow.  The approved hardstanding at 51 Springfields has less hardstanding 

(but still excess of the preferred limits) and retains approximately half the front 

hedgerow.  

 

7.15 The original application was refused based on an assessment of the application 

site and the immediate street scene within Marsden Green. The frontage at 59 

Marsden Green is now more than 50% hardstanding to the front and, prior to the 

increase, there was existing off road parking provision for two cars. The three 

properties located on Springfields and highlighted above were not part of the 

original assessment, however, they are located less than 100m from the 

application site. These examples of hardstanding with Estate Management 

Scheme consent are considered comparable to the appeal site and do add 

weight to this appeal. Given the close similarity between the properties on 

Springfields and the appeal site it is now considered unreasonable to refuse 

Estate Management Scheme consent for 59 Marsden Green.  

 

8  Conclusion   

  

8.1  Although the appeal site has a hardstanding in excess of the preferred limits it is 

comparable to other properties in the area with Estate Management Scheme 

consent for similar coverage and partial hedgerow retention across the front 

boundary.  

 

9  Recommendation  

  

9.1  That Members allow the appeal.  
 

 

James Homer (Estate Management Scheme Manager)  

Date: 04 August 2021 

  

Background Information  

Appendix 1: Appellant’s Statement 

Appendix 2: Original delegated officer’s report 



 

 

 

 


